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Abstract: Currently, reduction of environmental effects of the cement industry is an issue of global
interest and one of the alternatives is to replace clinker with additions such as volcanic powder.
The purpose of this work is to study the influence of up to 400 hardening days of volcanic powder,
obtained from the last eruption of the Calbuco volcano (Chile), on the pore structure, mechanical
performance, and durability-related properties of mortars which incorporate up to 20% volcanic
powder as a substitution for clinker. In addition, an evaluation of greenhouse gases emissions was
performed in order to quantify the possible environmental benefits of incorporating the volcanic
powder in the mortars. The results obtained indicated that mortars with contents of 10% and 20%
of volcanic powder had adequate service properties and improved all durability-related properties
overall as compared with those noted for ordinary Portland cement. Additionally, the use of up
to 20% volcanic powder makes it possible to reduce the CO2 emissions of mortars by almost 20%,
demonstrating the advantages of incorporating this addition in mortars.

Keywords: volcanic powder; Calbuco volcano; sustainability; microstructure; durability; mechanical
properties; impedance spectroscopy

1. Introduction

The great development of the construction industry in recent decades has entailed a worldwide
rise in both the demand for raw materials and the production of a large quantity of construction and
demolition wastes. This has produced inevitable environmental problems around the construction
industry [1]. As a solution for reducing the effects of these issues, many countries have created
sustainable development programs in which the use of recycled materials has a major importance [2].

Concrete is one of the most popular construction materials in the world. As a result,
many studies have focused on reducing the environmental damages associated with its manufacturing.
Several investigations have been based on one solution which is related to the study of the effects of
substituting different concrete constituents with reused materials [3–7].

The high levels of CO2 emissions generated by the cement industry, estimated to be 5% and 7%
of the total worldwide emissions [8–11] have motivated the cement industry to tackle the important
challenges of reducing raw materials, energy demands, and CO2 emissions.
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According to the study performed by Stafford and Raupp-Pereira [12], within the service life of
cement, the transport stage, followed by the production of fossil fuels and clinkering, were mostly
responsible for the environmental impact of this industry. These processes combined were the origin of
approximately 70% of equivalent CO2, as well as 90% of equivalent CFC-11 (trichlorofluoromethane)
gases of cement production.

In light of this information, to substitute part of cement with a supplementary material derived
from residues represents one of the most suitable ways to reduce the environmental negative effects of
concrete [13–17]. This would entail a reduction of energy consumption, costs, and volume of wastes
produced [18].

The research works conducted on the possibility of using volcanic powder (VP) in mortars,
concretes, and cement-based materials in general, concluded that VP accomplishes the prescriptions
of ASTM C618 standard regarding its use as a pozzolanic material [19]. However, the capacity of an
ash or powder material for replacing Portland cement partly depends on its pozzolanic activity and,
in turn, is related to the quantity of silica reactive and the amorphous phases present in the ash [20].

Generally, on the one hand, when the cement replacement percentage exceeds 10%, there are more
significant losses in compressive strength, which is why the general recommendation is to use up to
a maximum of 15% to 20% VP as a cement replacement, in order to limit losses in strength [21,22].
According to Kupwade-Patil et al. [23], this could be explained in relation to the presence in VP
materials of diopside, deforsterite, and periclase that are related to phases based in magnesium,
which entailed the appearance of M-S-H and other associated crystalline phases. Overall, they are
considered as phases with lower strength as compared with C-S-H and C-A-S-H gels. Furthermore,
high percentages of VP produce a greater porosity because of the presence of higher concentrations of
CaO and Fe2O3 [24], also resulting in a reduction in the strength.

On the other hand, it has been indicated that using low contents of VP could be positive in terms
of durability of concrete, since it produces materials more resistant to the attack of seawater [25],
carbonation, and chloride ion penetration [26]. Regardingthe economic benefits of using VP in
cement-based materials, they depend on the distance between the deposit of volcanic materials and
the cement manufacturingfacility, the required grinding, and the reduction of the costs related to the
transport of volcanic material to landfills [27].

The main aim of this research is to study the influence of the addition of VP, obtained from the last
eruption of the Calbuco volcano (Chile), on the pore structure, mechanical performance, and durability
of mortars which incorporate 10% and 20% of VP as a substitution for clinker, as compared with
reference mortars which were prepared with ordinary Portland cement without incorporating additions.
The development of the pore network of the studied materials was analyzed using the mercury intrusion
porosimetry and impedance spectroscopy techniques. Regarding the durability-related properties,
the non-steady state chloride migration coefficient was studied, as well as the steady-state diffusion
coefficient obtained from sample’s resistivity. In addition to this, both compressive and flexural
strengths of the mortars were determined. Finally, an evaluation of greenhouse gas emissions was
performed in order to quantify the possible environmental benefits of incorporating the volcanic
powder in the mortars.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Volcanic Powder Characterization

The VP used in this work was obtained from the last eruption of the Calbuco volcano.
Calbuco (41◦20′ S, 72◦37′ W, 2003 m.a.s.l.) is an active stratovolcano which belongs to the southern
Andes, sited among Ensenada and Puerto Montt, in Chile. The last subplinian eruption happened on
22 and 23 April 2015, with a total volume of tephra fall deposits calculated to be 0.27 km3. Analyses of
the erupted debris revealed the presence of porphyritic basaltic andesite (~55% by weight of SiO2) [28].
On the one hand, the fallout mostly affected the northeast area of the volcano. On the other hand, the
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finest ashes were deposited mainly in southern Chile and Argentinean Patagonia. The analysis of the
size distribution of particles showed fractions between 3 and 350 µm, variably distributed as a function
of the distance from the origin [29].

The material used in this study was previously sifted and the VP particles used were less than 75 µm.
The chemical analysis, determined with X-ray fluorescence (XRF), and the VP physical properties

are listed in Table 1. According to the table, the main components of VP are silica, aluminum, and iron.
The particle size distribution is depicted in Figure 1.

Table 1. Physical and chemical properties of VP.

Composition VP

SiO2 57.76%
Al2O3 14.54%
CaO 8.27%

Fe2O3 11.00%
SO3 -

MgO 2.44%
Na2O 2.41%
K2O 2.14%
TiO2 1.42%

Density 2450 kg/m3

Blaine surface area 285 m2/kg
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Figure 1. Grain size distribution of volcanic powder (VP).

The scanning electron microscopic (SEM) analysis of the VP appears in Figure 2, and it
was performed using a scanning electron microscope model Hitachi S3000N (Hitachi, Krefeld,
Germany). The analysis showed that the particles of VP are irregular showing very smooth surfaces,
which is consistent with the low surface area shown in Table 1. In addition, Figure 3 represents the
energy-dispersive X-ray (EXD) spectroscopy for the VP obtained by SEM, which is in agreement with
the results of the chemical analysis noted in Table 1.
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2.2. Sample Preparation and Environmental Conditions

Three kinds of cement mortars have been analyzed in this study, a control mortar prepared
with ordinary Portland cement CEM I 42.5 R (CEM I) and accomplishing the Spanish and European
standard UNE-EN 197-1 [30] requirements, and two mortars with a 10% and 20% replacement of the
abovementioned commercial ordinary Portland cement CEM I by volcanic powder (named VP10 and
VP20, respectively). In all the mortars, a water cement ratio of 0.5 and an aggregate cement ratio of 3:1
were used. Fine aggregates are siliceous with a particle size that complied with the stipulations of the
UNE-EN 196-1 [31] standard.

For the mechanical strength tests, 40 × 40 × 160 mm samples were prepared. For the durability and
microstructural tests, cylindrical samples 10 cm in diameter and 15 cm high were used. The cylinders
were kept in a chamber at 20 ◦C and 95% relative humidity for 24 h. After this, the specimens were
turned out and sawed into 1 cm and 5 cm high cylinders. Finally, all the samples (prisms and cylinders)
were maintained in a room at 20 ◦C and 100% relative humidity until the testing ages (28, 200, and 400
hardening days).

2.3. Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry

For the analysis of the development of the pore structure of the samples, mercury intrusion
porosimetry was used, in spite of its drawbacks [32–34]. The equipment used for performing the
tests was a Poremaster-60 GT porosimeter (Quantachrome Instruments, Boynton Beach, FL, USA).
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Previously to the test, the samples were oven-dried at 50 ◦C for 48 h. The results obtained were pore
size distribution, total porosity, and percentage of retained Hg at the end of the test. The samples were
tested at 28, 100, 200, and 400 days.

2.4. Impedance Spectroscopy

The pore structure evolution of the studied specimens was also analyzed using the non-destructive
impedance spectroscopy. This technique shows advantages as compared with others, since it is possible
to analyze global information of the pore structure in the samples [35,36], and it is also possible to
study the microstructural variations of the same sample throughout the period of time studied [37].

An Agilent 4294A analyzer (Agilent Technologies, Kobe, Japan) was used for the impedance
spectroscopy. This device takes capacitance measurements ranging between 10−14 and 0.1 F, with a
maximum resolution of 10−15 F. In this research, circular electrodes (Ø = 8 cm) were used, which consisted
of flexible graphite attached to a piece of copper with the same diameter to obtain the impedance
spectra. Through these electrodes, frequencies oscillated between 100 Hz and 100 MHz. Regarding the
measurement methods, contacting and non-contacting ones were applied [35].

An example of an impedance spectrum that resulted from the measurement of one of the samples
studied is depicted in Figure 4a. To validate the measurements, the Kramers–Kronig (K–K) relations
were used [38] and a differential impedance analysis was applied to them [39]. According to the
plot shown in Figure 4b, it was noted that the measured spectra contained two time constants,
revealed by the two maxima in the plot. From this finding, the experimental data can be fitted to the
equivalent circuits proposed by Cabeza et al. [36] (see Figure 5a,b), which includes two time constants.
These circuits, comprised of various resistances and capacitances, make it possible to relate different
characteristics of the pore network of cementitious materials [36]. The R1 resistance gives information
about the percolating pores in the sample, whereas the R2 resistance provides data related to the
pores in general. The C1 capacitance provides information about the solid fraction of the specimen,
and the C2 capacitance is related to the surface of the pores in contact with the electrolyte that fills
the microstructure of the material [36]. Figure 5 shows that the impedance parameters R2, C1, and C2

can be obtained using both contacting and non-contacting methods. In this study, due to their greater
accuracy, only the values of the parameters R2, C1, and C2 with the non-contacting method were
analyzed. The R1 resistance can be only determined with the contacting method.
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In this work eight different discs approximately 1 cm thick were analyzed for each mortar type.
The changes with time of the impedance parameters over time were recorded up to 400 hardening days.

2.5. Capillary Absorption Test

The capillary absorption analysis was done following the standard UNE 83,982 [40], which follows
the Fagerlund method to study the capillarity of cementitious materials, such as the concrete. Prior to
the test, the samples were oven-dried completely at 105 ◦C for 12 h and, then, stored in a container
hermetically sealed for 12 h [41], where silica gel was introduced inside. Before the test, the external
lateral surface of the samples was sealed with self-adhesive tape, so they would not come in contact
with the water [42].

To implement the tests, a flat-based container base was used, on which the samples were positioned
as indicated by UNE 83,982 [40]. During the test, the distilled water level was maintained constant at
5 ± 1 mm, keeping the bases of the samples under water throughout. The container was closed during
the entire test. The mortars were weighed according to the times established in the standard [40].
The test ended when there was a difference in weight of each sample less than 0.1%, being weighed
after a period of 24 h.

The capillary suction coefficient was determined with the following expression:

K =
δa·εe

10·
√

m
with m =

tn

h2 (1)

where K is the capillary suction coefficient (kg/(m2min0.5)), δa is the density of water (1 g/cm3), m is the
resistance to water penetration by capillary suction (min/cm2), tn is the time necessary to reach the
saturation (minutes), h is the thickness of the sample (cm), and εe is the effective porosity obtained
from the next expression:

εe =
Qn − Q0

A·h·δa
(2)

where Qn is the weight of the sample at the end of the test (g), Q0 is the weight of the sample before
starting the test (g), and A is the surface of the sample in contact with water (cm2).

In order to perform this test, for each mortar type, three cylindrical samples 10 cm in diameter
and 5 cm thick were studied at 28, 200, and 400 days.
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2.6. Steady-State Diffusion Coefficient Obtained from the Resistivity of the Saturated Sample

The electrical resistivity analysis provided data on the connectivity of the pores in the mortars,
as well as data to determine the chloride diffusion coefficient (DS) [43]. In this study, resistivity was
calculated using the R1 impedance spectroscopy values, determined in cylindrical samples 10 cm in
diameter and 5 cm thick. According to Section 2.4, the R1 impedance resistance is associated to the
pores that cross the specimen [35], and therefore is equivalent to its electrical resistance [41]. For this
test, the samples were saturated for 24 h following the procedure indicated in ASTM C1202 [44] and
after measuring the resistance R1, they were also utilized for conducting the forced migration tests.
To calculate the steady-state ionic diffusion coefficient, the following expression was used [33]:

DS =
2× 10−10

ρ
(3)

where Ds is the chloride steady-state diffusion coefficient through the sample (m2/s) and ρ is the
electrical resistivity of the specimen (Ω·m).

For each cement type, three different samples were tested at 28, 200, and 400 days.

2.7. Forced Migration Test

The forced chloride migration test was done following the standard NT Build 492 [45]. For this
test, samples saturated in distilled water were used. The result of this test is the non-steady-state
chloride migration coefficient (DNTB). For each mortar sample, three cylindrical samples 10 cm in
diameter and 5 cm high were used at 28, 200, and 400 hardening days.

2.8. Mechanical Strength Test

The compressive and flexural strengths were tested on each mortar type according to the
UNE-EN 196-1 standard [31], using a compression testing machine model Servosis MEM-101/10A
(Servosis, Madrid, Spain). Three different prismatic samples with sizes of 4 × 4 × 16 cm were used at
28, 200, and 400 hardening days.

2.9. Evaluation of Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions

Equation (4) has been proposed to calculate the total greenhouse gas emissions (GHGtot in
kgCO2/ton) in relation to the production and transport of the mortars studied:

GHGtot = GHGraw + GHGsub (4)

where: GHGraw(kgCO2/ton) is the greenhouse gases emitted by the original materials and is calculated
according to Equation (5):

GHGraw =
∑
f∈CV

n∑
k = 1

Pk·(1−Rk)·θ
f
k (5)

GHGsub(kgCO2/ton) is the greenhouse gases of the replacement materials and is calculated according
to Equation (6):

GHGsub =
∑
f∈CV

m∑
k=1

Pk·Rk·θ
f
k (6)

where n represents the total original raw materials (in the control mortar), m represents the total
replacement raw materials, f represents the life cycle stages (CV) to be analyzed, and Pk is the relation
between the raw material k and the total mass of the material (kg/kg). In the case of the replacement
raw materials, it is the relation of the original raw materials and total mass of the material. Rk is the
replacement ratio (where replaced) or added ratio (where a replacement) of the raw material k. θf

k is
the CO2 generation ratio of the raw material k in the f phase of the life cycle (kgCO2/ton), in which θp

k
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is the amount of emissions associated with the production phase of the raw material k and θt
k is the

amount of emissions associated with the transport of the raw material k, which is calculated as follows:

θt
k = dk·G (7)

where dk represents the distance thatthe raw material is transported (km) and G represents the
emissions associated with transporting one ton per kilometer (kgCO2/(ton·km)).

The factors and results related to the CO2 emissions (in kgCO2 per ton of mortar) and the embodied
energy for the mortars analyzed, derived from the previously explained procedure, are shown in
Table 2. The factors corresponding to the cement were taken from the “Inventory of Carbon and
Energy” [46]. For the sand and volcanic powder, the energy consumed in the sifting process and the
associated emissions were estimated [47]. In order to calculate the emissions emitted when transporting
the raw materials, the database for Conversion Factors for Greenhouse Gases from the UK government
was considered [48].

Table 2. Factors used to calculate the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.

Raw
Material

Pk Rk θp
k G dk θt

k Embodied Energy
kg
kg % kgCO2

ton
kgCO2
ton·km

km kgCO2
ton

MJ
kg

Cement
(k = c) 0.273

0
830 0.142 50 7.089 4.610

20

VP (k =
VP) 0.273

0
6 0.142 50 7.089 0.004510

20

Sand
(k = s) 0.818 0 14 0.142 100 14.177 -

Then, to compare the sustainability of the material used (volcanic powder) and the original one
(cement), the SUB-RAW Index was applied [49], which is defined as follows:

SUB−RAW index =
[
log(EEraw) − log(EEsub) + log

(
θ

p
c

)
− log

(
θ

p
VP

)]
/2 (8)

where EEraw is the embodied energy of the cement (replaced material) (MJ/kg) and EEsub is the
embodied energy of the replacement material (MJ/kg).

For this index, which can take values between −9 and 9, the more positive the value, the greater is
the relative sustainability of the analyzed material.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry

The results discussed here are the total porosity, the retained Hg at the end of the experiment,
and the pore size distribution of the cement pastes. The pore size distribution was analyzed considering
the next diameter intervals: <10 nm, 10100 nm, 100 nm to 1 µm, 110 µm, 10 µm to 0.1 mm, and >0.1 mm.

The total porosity results (Figure 6) showed that the porosity increases as the percentage of VP
increases. On the one hand, the VP10 cases showed porosities very similar to the reference cement for
all ages; however, for the VP20 cases, the porosities were greater than those presented by CEM I. On the
other hand, the porous structure (Figure 7) of the specimens with VP was more refined for both the
VP10 and VP20 as the curing time increased, showing their greatest volume of finer pores at 400 days.
This delay in the microstructure development could be due to the greater time needed to initiate
the pozzolanic reactions of the volcanic powders than for CEM I hydration. In addition, the higher
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refinement of the pores with age presented by the samples with VP10 and VP20 as compared with the
CEM I specimens, is indicative of the formation of new solid phases produced by the abovementioned
pozzolanic reactions of volcanic powders.
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The percentage of Hg retained in the sample at the end of the test (Figure 8) gives data related to the
tortuosity of the microstructure. As can be observed, at 400 hardening days, the values of Hg retained
obtained for VP mortars were greater than those noted for the CEM I specimens, which suggests a
higher pore network refinement, coinciding with the pore size distributions previously described
and discussed.
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3.2. Impedance Spectroscopy

The R1 and R2 resistances have a relation with the electrolyte that fills the pores in the specimen [35].
The changes in the resistance value could come from the changes in the sizes of the pores or the
pores drying [35,37]. Figures 9 and 10 present the results of the R1 and R2 resistances, respectively,
for mortars with CEM I, VP10, and VP20. For all the series, the R1 resistances increased over time.
In the case of the series with VP10, at short times the R1 values were similar to those noted for CEM I.
Nevertheless, from around 28 days, the R1 resistances presented lower values than the reference series
with CEM I, a trend that changes after 200 days, where the increase ratio of the VP10 series increased
over CEM I, which means that after 270 days the VP10 series presented slightly higher values than
the series with CEM I. Otherwise, the series with VP20, at short hardening times the R1 values were
similar to those of the CEM I series. In spite of that, from about 28 days, the R1 resistance began to rise
to a greater ratio than the series with CEM I, similar to the VP10 series, from 200 days the growth ratio
increased markedly as compared with the CEM I series.
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In the case of the R2 resistance, the resistances associated with the reference series (CEM I) remained
practically constant over time; however, the R2 resistance of the series with VP had a higher growth
ratio than the series with CEM I, which was more noticeable beyond 50 curing days. Although both
series with VP presented higher values than the CEM I series, the increase in R2 resistance was much
greater in the VP20 series than the VP10 series.

At longer ages, the higher resistances noted for the samples with VP could be related to their
fine microstructure, which showed a progressive closing of their microstructure, likely linked to the
development of pozzolanic reactions, as also shown by the pore distribution size results. In light of this,
the results of the R1 and R2 resistances would corroborate the pore refinement of the microstructure of
mortars with VP, previously observed by mercury intrusion porosimetry, therefore, the the R1 and R2

resistances results would be consistent with those noted for pore size distributions and retained Hg at
the finish of the test.

The results of the C1 capacitance observed for the CEM I, VP10, and VP20 series are shown in
Figure 11. The C1 capacitance gives data about the solid fraction of the specimens. Therefore, this
parameter should rise when the formation of solids occurs as a consequence of the development of
clinker hydration and VP pozzolanic reactions. This capacitance is not dependent on the pore diameters
distribution. Overall, the C1 capacitance remained constant after 50 curing days in all the samples
studied. The VP10 series showed values very similar to those of the series with CEM I, and their
long-term values were slightly higher when VP was used as compared with the samples with CEM
I. In the case of the series with VP20, the values were slightly higher than those obtained with VP10
and CEM I. These C1 results would be in agreement with the relatively similar values of total porosity
obtained for all the mortars tested (see Figure 6).

The evolution of the C2 capacitance over time for all the series analyzed is represented in Figure 12.
The C2 capacitance is linked with the surface of the pores which are contacting with the electrolyte
held in the pore network of the material and has a relation to the formation of the C-S-H gel layer,
which progressively fills the pores [37]. These products are formed on the surface of the pores,
producing rough structures that increase the specific pore surface and tortuosity of the microstructure.
This increase in the specific pore surface entails a rise in the solidelectrolyte interface, which results in
greater C2 capacitance values. Overall, at early ages, a rise of this parameter has been noted for all the
series studied, which is linked to an important production of solids in the existing pores surface due to
the development of clinker hydration and VP pozzolanic reactions. These new phases progressively
refine the pore network. From approximately 100 curing days, practically constant and higher C2

capacitance values were observed for the samples with VP as compared with the reference mortars.
These results, which would be consistent with pore size distributions by intervals, retained Hg, as well
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R1 and R2 resistances could be due to the progress of pozzolanic reactions of the volcanic powders,
which produce the formation of additional C-S-H phases, with respect to clinker hydration, as has
already been explained. These C-S-H phases are formed on the existing pore surface, rising it, as well
as the tortuosity of the microstructure and the electrolytesolid interface, as the changes with time of
this C2 capacitance suggested.
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3.3. Capillary Absorption Test

The capillary suction coefficient (K) has a relation with water getting into cementitious materials,
and therefore it may be related to the penetration of aggressive elements that can cause steel rebars or
pipes to corrode in reinforced concrete. Figure 13 provides the measurements obtained for the different
testing ages of the capillary suction coefficient (K) for the specimens with CEM I and VP. In the case
of the series with CEM I, the results remained practically constant over time. In the VP10 and VP20
series, however, the coefficient K fell with time for all the mortars, presenting lower long-term values
than the CEM I reference series. This reduction with hardening age of this coefficient noted for VP
specimens could be related to the development of pozzolanic reactions of this addition. The VP20
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series presented greater reductions in time than the VP10 series, which is related to the more refined
pore structure generated by the VP20 series in the long term, being in agreement with the results
obtained from microstructure characterization tests.
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3.4. Steady-State Diffusion Coefficient Obtained from the Resistivity of the Saturated Sample

The evolution over time of the steady-state chloride diffusion coefficient obtained from the
resistivity of the saturated sample is in Figure 14. In the control sample (CEM I), it slightly increased
from 28 to 200 curing days, and since then the values stayed practically constant. However, in the
samples with VP, the values decreased as the curing days increased. This behavior could be due to
the greater refinement of the microstructure for the VP10 and VP20 mortars as compared with CEM I,
as the mercury intrusion porosimetry and impedance spectroscopy techniques revealed, whose results
were already discussed. This higher refinement of the microstructure of the VP specimens, with greater
proportion of pores with smaller diameters, would make the movement of the chloride aggressive ions
across the material more difficult, entailing lower values of the diffusion coefficient, which would be in
agreement with the results obtained for this parameter.
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3.5. Forced Migration Test

Among the durability properties, resistance to cement chloride penetration is of great importance,
since chlorides are one of the factors that can cause steel bars and pipes to corrode, mainly for concrete
structures located close to the sea or in contact with aggressive waters with high chloride or sulfate
contents. In this research, regarding the resistance to cement chloride penetration, the non-steady-state
chloride diffusion coefficient was also analyzed (Figure 15). This coefficient showed, from 28 curing
days, lower values for the mortars with VP than the CEM I reference mortar. Lower values were
observed for the VP20 series than the VP10 series in the long term. They would be consistent with the
other results analyzed, especially with those obtained for steady-state chloride diffusion coefficient;
this behavior could be due to the long-term refinement of the microstructure mentioned for the VP
series as compared with the CEM I samples.
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Generally, the results of the durability-related properties studied in this work were adjusted to
those obtained for the characterization of the microstructure. This leads to the conclusion that the use
of up to 20% VP makes a significant improvement in the durability properties of mortars.

3.6. Mechanical Properties

The results of compressive strength of the specimens with CEM I and VP appear in Figure 16.
As can be observed, all series showed a rise in strength with curing age, which tended to stabilize
after 200 curing days. The VP10 series presented a behavior very similar to the CEM I reference series,
obtaining a slightly higher value in the long term. However, the VP20 series presented lower values
than the CEM I series, not fulfilling the strength objective of 42.5 MPa at 28 curing days, although they
accomplished the strength requirement for cements type 32.5 MPa. The differences presented between
the densification of the microstructure and compressive strength, as noted in the C1 capacitance results,
stems from the chemical composition of the materials, a fact which could change the compressive
strength performance of the material. Regarding the flexural strength (Figure 17), it was slightly higher
for the mortars with VP than for the CEM I mortars, not showing any significant strength increases in
the study period.
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3.7. Evaluation of Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions

The emissions associated with the cement were 138 times higher than those associated with
VP, which makes the VP emissions insignificant (see Table 2). Therefore, 10% of the original cement
mass replaced by VP generated only 0.164 kg/CO2 per ton. For every 1% of cement replaced by VP,
the emissions dropped 0.93% as compared with the control sample. Since the sand was not replaced,
it represented a fixed emission for the different mortar samples, nevertheless, which could reduce the
transportation distance.

Thus, the greatest emissions reduction in the samples studied was 18.66% for a 20% replacement
of CEM I by VP (see Figure 18).

With respect to the SUB-RAW index, a value of 2.57 was obtained, which according to the
interpretation by Botempi [49] indicated that the carbon footprint of VP is two orders of magnitude
less than that of cement.
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4. Conclusions

The main conclusions to be drawn from the previously discussed results can be summarized as follows:

• In all the mortars studied, the pore structure was probably refined as the curing days increased
due to the progressive development of clinker hydration and the pozzolanic reactions of the VP;

• Compared to the CEM I mortar, in the mortars with VP a greater refinement of the microstructure
was observed, which could be due to the formation of additional solid phases, a result of the
pozzolanic reactions of the VP;

• The findings of the non-destructive impedance spectroscopy technique were generally compatible
with those obtained with mercury intrusion porosimetry. It is possible to use impedance
spectroscopy as a way to follow the development of the pore network in the mortars that
incorporate VP as clinker replacement;

• The addition of VP, up to 20% of the binder, allowed the durability-related properties of the
mortars to be improved. These improvements could be linked to the more refined microstructure
produced by the pozzolanic activity of VP;

• The addition of 10% volcanic powder did not present losses in the compressive strength of the
mortars, fulfilling the compressive strength requirements of the corresponding standard;

• From the results obtained in this study, it has been noted that the mortars that incorporate 10%
or 20% VP as a clinker replacement showed good service properties at high hardening times
(400‘days), even exceeding the properties of the CEM I control mortars;

• From an environmental point of view, the proposed material is attractive since it makes use of VP,
in this way, avoiding or reducing the harmful effects in the short term that VP could produce in
the natural soil on which it is deposited. In addition, the potential of this replacement was shown
to reduce the total greenhouse gas emissionsup to 18.66%, when 20% of CEM I is replaced by VP;

• Volcanic powder as a raw material reduces the energy costs related to mortar production, which
in addition to reducing CO2 emissions, could also reduce costs. However, this must be proven in
future studies.
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